
 
 

Kailua Kalaheo Hillside End of Year 2016 
 

 
Kailua Hillside Executive Summary ALL Year End 2016 

 
• Sixteen Unit Sales, +60% more than the year before while the 

Average Unit Sales for Kailua showed an increase of +14% 
• $1,100,833 was the Average Sold Price an increase of +18% 

while the rest of Kailua gained +13%. 
• Days On Market (D.O.M.) were 83 an decrease of -2% or Flat-line. 

The average for Kailua was 84 up +7%. 
• There were 9 New Listings in Kalaheo Hillside an increase of 

+18%  while the average for Kailua was down -6%. 
• The Average For Sale Price of New Listings was $1,362,336 

which was an increase of +28% and the average for Kailua was 
    -9%. 
• Months Of Supply (M.O.S.) was 1.08 up +11% and the Kailua 

average was -13%. 
• The Average For Sale Price was $1,308,403 up +24% and the 

Kailua average was $1,645,994 down -4% or Flat-Line. 
• Withdrawn & Expired Listings surprisingly were only 2 which 

was up +50% while the Kailua average was up +14%. 
 
The stats for Kalaheo Hillside were almost all up and this is easy to 
understand as up till lately this neighborhood is or was one of the 
‘affordable’ neighborhoods similar to Enchanted Lake and Keolu Hills 
neighborhoods. The challenge if you want to call it that buyers are 
concentrating on neighborhoods which are ‘affordable’ and these same 
neighborhoods are usually very low in inventory which is causing the 
asking prices to swell upwards which will then exclude many would be 
buyers from this/these neighborhoods in the future. 
 



The number of Days On Market is not a problem for Kalaheo as if you are 
a buyer you better be fast. The Average D.O.M. was 83 days and frankly I 
think it was that high only because of a few listings that were so way over-
priced they stood on the market for an inordinate amount of time thus 
causing the D.O.M. to rise. 
 
No matter how you cut it higher price points were the norm of Kailua. See 
Pie Charts Below. 
 
The Average Months of Supply for Kalaheo at the end of the year was 1.08 
which is well within a Seller’s Market. That was the average, the Month of 
December had 1.00 Months of Supply which is really, no inventory. 
 
No matter what, Kalaheo, Enchanted Lake and Keolu Hills are going to 
sought after neighborhoods in the future due to their affordability. 
 

Average For Sale Prices: 
 
Kalaheo Hillside: $1,308,403 
Enchanted Lake: $1,187,302 
Keolu Hills: $1,026,688 

 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Kailua S.F.H. & Condo End of Year 2016 
 

• Kailua’s Single Family Home Sold Prices resulted in a +13% 
increase Year over Year.  

• Unit Sales resulted in a +14% increase Year over Year.  
• Days On Market or D.O.M. are up +7% Year over Year. 
• New listings are down -6%Year over Year.  
• The Average For Sale Price of New Listings is down -9% Year 

over Year.  
• Months of Supply or M.O.S. is down -13% Year over Year. 
• Inventory is a +2% increase or about Flat Line Year over Year  
• The Average For Sale Price is down -4% or flat line Year over 

Year. 
• Withdrawn & Expired Listings were up +14% Year over Year. 

Particularly interesting considering New Listings were down -6% 
Year over Year but Withdrawn & Expired Listings were up +14%. 
Perhaps there was +14% more ‘bad deal’ listings this year? 
 
 

 
Kailua S.F.H. Executive Summary December 2016 

 

 
Kailua S.F.H. Executive Summary ALL End of Year 2016 

 



The overall performance of Single Family Homes in Kailua this year 
ending 2016 as compared to the entire of year of 2015 tells us: 
 
a) Unit Sales increased +14% which is a good solid increase 

indicating that buyers still want Single Family Homes and will 
continue to purchase them as long as there are available funds 
cash or financing and interest rates to do not rise unexpectedly 
high. 

b) It is taking longer for buyers to find a home and put it into Escrow 
which might want to lead one to believe that the Market is slowing 
down when in fact it is not. The rise is D.O.M. is directly related to 
the drop in M.O.S. or Months of Supply as there is far less supply 
of homes For Sale and particularly as ‘affordable’ prices, hence 
the rise in D.O.M. This will not change for the foreseeable future 
as builders in Hawaii are not ‘pouring it on’ which is exactly the 
same thing occurring in the Mainland. This drought if you will is 
being explained to us by the Building Industry that there are less 
desirable places to build that do not cost an arm and a leg to 
develop per square foot and that there are shrinking margins in the 
construction industry for homes. (Somehow I am having a problem 
with understanding this explanation as I am pretty sure there is 
money to be made and we still have buyers with money and 
financing.) 
 

c) Sellers are far too optimistic in there evaluation or better yet 
‘feeling’ or ‘idea’ of how much their property is worth on the Market 
today. There is a decent rise in homes coming onto the market 
and not selling but being pulled off of the market to return later, 
hopefully with a better price. This is reflection of poor expectations 
and Realtors either not knowing better or not being up front with 
their selling clients when discussing what the ‘right’ price should 
be. I predict you can look for more of this ahead in 2017.  

d) The ‘Big Question’ which I have no firm answer to for the past two 
years is: 
 



Why are there not more Sellers entering the Market? 
 

In Hawaii the Empty Nesters might not want to sell because there 
is nowhere else to purchase that is affordable unless they choose 
to dramatically down scale and purchase a Town Home or Condo. 
 
In Hawaii this scenario I would believe is putting more pressure 
and demand for more Condos and Town Homes creating a ‘Super 
Market’ for Condos and Town Homes as the two are still affordable 
to both Seniors as well as the First Time Buyers. 
 
In the ‘Old Days’, we all rode our horses or horse drawn carts, 
today we live in Gentrified Estates now known as Single Family 
Homes and walk our new horses called Dogs. 
 
This is past, what is happening now are Condos and Town Homes 
we still can walk our Dogs and with more freedom to do so 
because, really, who needs a ‘Service Animal’ anymore. 
 
Another challenge for Hawaii is that although more Condos are 
being built and coming to Market they are not affordable and are 
primarily located in Kakaako for a ‘higher end’ buyer. 
 
Re-Zoning may take on more importance in our future to allow 
expansion of areas to develop more affordable housing. If and 
when The Rail gets finished all along the route will a chance to for 
such inventory to take place and grow. 
 
Side steps such as A.D.U. (Accessory Dwelling Units) are nothing 
more than a ‘pay back’ to Unions and increased Tax Revenues 
while at the same time absolutely ruining Neighborhoods with 
over-population. 
 
The Big Thing Kailua needs are more Condos. More condos, 
newer condos, higher end condos up to $800,000 would be nice 



with the majority of newly built condos in the $400-$600,000 price 
range. 
 
Cannot Do It In Kailua? Will Not Do It In Kailua? Well maybe but 
how long do you think it will go on that there will not be Condos 
and Town Homes built in a newly Re-Zoned from 
Industrial/Commercial area just outside the Kailua City Limits? 
How long do you think? 
 
Do the Right Thing. Call me before you buy or sell and save 
yourself the aggravation of being wrong and put yourself in my 
hands and I will make you money! 808-384-9015 Mike Gallagher 

 
Let us take a closer look at the Neighborhoods of Kailua: 

 
• Unit Sales largest increase: Aikahi Park, Kalaheo Hillside, 

Kailua Bluffs, Lanikai and Enchanted Lake. 
• Average Sold Price largest increase: Kailua Bluffs, Kalaheo 

Hillside, Lanikai and Kailua Estates 
• New Listings largest increase: Koolaupoku, Enchanted Lake 

and Keolu Hills. 
• Average For Sale Price New Listings largest increase: 

Kalaheo Hillside 
• Average For Sale Price largest increase: Kalaheo Hillside 

and Keolu Hills. 
• Days On Market or D.O.M. it took longer to sell: Aikahi Park, 

Kuulei Tract, Keolu Hills and Kalaheo Hillside. 
• Withdrawn & Expired Listings largest increase: Kalaheo 

Hillside, Enchanted Lake and Keolu Hills. 

 

Basically what we are seeing in many of the Neighborhoods of Kailua 
where there was affordable inventory to be had, it took longer to sell, the 
homes cost more than usual and there were many Withdrawn & Expired 



Listings indicating many homes were priced too high and fell from the 
Market. Often these same homes returned to the Market with lower prices. 
These Neighborhoods included: 

• Kalaheo Hillside 
• Enchanted Lake 
• Keolu Hills 

One of the best performing Neighborhoods was oddly enough Lanikai. 

Of course the Top largest Unit Volume selling Neighborhoods: 
Enchanted Lake, Coconut Grove, Lanikai and Keolu Hills. 

 

It was a good year overall for Kailua Single Family Homes and many 
affordable homes sold from many Neighborhoods. The challenge going 
forward is that these same ‘affordable’ neighborhoods have had large 
increases in their New Listings Average For Sale Price resulting in Higher 
Average For Sale Prices and higher Withdrawn & Expired Listings primarily 
because their initial For Sale Prices were too high. 

 

 

 



 
 

 



 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 

If you are interested in buying or selling please call me at 
808-384-9015 or email at mikeg@hawaii.rr.com 
 
My website is www.hawaiirealestatestatistics.com  
 
I offer all Sellers in Kailua a chance to utilize my experience 
and professionalisim at a listing cost of 4%.  
 
I wish you all much Aloha and Thanks for reading my 
reports. 
 
Mike Gallagher 
Mike Gallagher Real Estate Inc. RB-19266 
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